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WHO  
ARE  
WE?

T1V is an interactive software company 

specializing in multitouch, multiuser applications 

for collaboration, active learning, and more. 

We're a passionate team of engineering, business, 

and technology minds - resulting in unrivaled 

support to our customers from start to finish. 

We've been focused on touch technology since 

2008, and we have the one-of-a-kind, proprietary 

software to prove it. 
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WHAT 
DO 
WE 
DO?

We develop simple ways for people to tackle 

complex problems, together.

Our focus is on three major platforms: 

         Collaboration Solutions  

         Active Learning Solutions  

         Interactive Solutions 

In addition to these core platforms, T1V works 

with OEM partners to develop white label 

products for exclusive distribution. 
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CORE PLATFORMS 
COLLABORATION ACTIVE LEARNING T1Vsuite

From simple to complex, T1V's 

suite of collaboration software 

fits a range of needs. Whether 

outfitting a classroom, 

meeting room, large-scale 

auditorium, or huddle space, 

our software-based solutions 

replace antiquated hardware, 

and continuously evolve with 

your organization's needs.

Developed to improve the way 

instructors and students teach, 

learn, interact, and engage with 

one another and their shared 

subject matter. Designed with 

education and corporate 

training in mind, this 

technology supports active 

learning for groups of all sizes 

both in-room and remotely. 

T1V got its start in 

developing unique, one-of-a- 

kind experiences to 'wow' 

and impress visitors. Over the 

years, we've developed a 

series of software modules 

that we rebrand to align with

your identity - providing 

interactive experiences that 

surpass the norm. 
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BYOD COLLABORATION 
SOFTWARE

ThinkHub is a digitized, 

multitouch collaboration tool 

that consolidates all the moving

pieces of teamwork: the 

devices, applications, people, 

ideas, and content that are 

critical to achieving great work.  
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KEY FEATURES

Interactive Canvas | expands 20 times the surface area of the physical 

touchscreen, draw directly on the Canvas for digital whiteboarding 

Wireless device sharing | supports macOS, iOS, Windows, Android, Linux 

Annotation toolset | annotate anything on the Canvas, including live 

feeds 

Built-in Apps | Web Browser, Notes, Sketches 

Easy Content Sharing | share content from a USB on the fly, or select from 

integrated network drive or cloud server 

Quick Start | no session prep required - just tap the display and go, 

intuitive interface means zero to little training required 

Hardware-Agnostic | compatible with major touch display brands; single 

panel or multipanel configurations 
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ADD-ONS

ThinkHub solutions are highly flexible and scalable - depending on your needs, 

we've developed Add-Ons that you can layer into your core ThinkHub system: 

ThinkHub MultiSite 

Real-time, Canvas-to-Canvas remote 

collaboration sessions for 10 locations 

at a time. Any site can utilize any display 

configuration; different network options 

available for enterprise or SMB. 

ThinkHub VC 

Integration with hardware-based 

(Polycom, Cisco) or software-based 

(WebEx, Skype for Business, Zoom) 

systems. Option for built-in ThinkHub 

VC included with ThinkHub MultiSite. 

Additional Options 

     Hardline Inputs 

     Crestron / AMX Control Configuration 

   

       Calendar Integration 

       ADA Support 
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USE CASES

Meeting Rooms
Conference Rooms 

Huddle Spaces 
Interactive Auditoriums 

Classrooms 
Libraries 

Executive Briefing Centers 
Innovation Labs 

Collaboration Rooms 
Design Centers 

Customer Service Centers 
Executive Offices 

Team Spaces
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BYOD PRESENTATION 
SOFTWARE

ViewHub is a wireless 

presentation tool that enables 

users to share content from 

device screens onto a single 

display for seamless group 

meetings. Share multiple 

device screens at the same 

time, no wires required.  
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KEY FEATURES

Easy Presentations | wireless screen mirroring + presentation solution 

Wireless device sharing | supports macOS, iOS, Windows, Android, Linux 

Simultaneous Streaming | supports four simultaneous 1080p device 

streams; up to 16 1080p streams for ViewHub Pro 

Centralized Control | Web-based administrative control console for large- 

scale rollouts 

MultiPanel | power up to two displays; ViewHub Pro can power up to 12,

depending on display type

Privacy | optional password protected access 

Hardware-Agnostic | compatible with major display brands; single panel 

or multipanel configurations 

AV Control Integration | option to integrate with AV control systems 
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BYOD CONNECTIVITY 
SOFTWARE

AirConnect is a mobile application 

that enables wireless device sharing 

to ThinkHub or ViewHub from a 

laptop, tablet, or smartphone. 
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KEY FEATURES

Singular UX | provides a seamless, consistent user experience to all 

ThinkHub and ViewHub users 

Wireless device sharing | supports macOS, iOS, Windows, Android, Linux 

Simultaneous Streaming | support simultaneous device streams to 

ThinkHub and ViewHub, depending on display model 

TouchControl™ | control Mac, Windows, Android laptops from ThinkHub 

AirConnect View™ | remote users can view the ThinkHub or ViewHub 

display 

Two Network Modes | Direct Mode supports all devices on the same 

network as the ThinkHub/ViewHub system; World Mode allows devices to 

connect to ThinkHub/ViewHub from any network in the world 
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ACTIVE LEARNING 
ROOM TECHNOLOGY

ThinkHub Connect is a hybrid of 

ThinkHub, ViewHub, and 

AirConnect technology, all 

working in tandem to provide 

instructors and students a way 

to actively engage with their 

curricular content and with 

each other.   
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ThinkHub Connect is a hybrid of 

ThinkHub, ViewHub, and 

AirConnect technology, all 

working in tandem to provide 

instructors and students a way 

to actively engage with their 

curricular content and with 

each other.   

KEY FEATURES

Total Connectivity | all devices and displays are connected for seamless 

interaction between instructors and students 

MultiPurpose | instructors can use ThinkHub stations as presentation and 

lecture tool; can also monitor and broadcast ThinkHub and ViewHub 

station activity to all students stations 

BYOD Friendly | supports all student devices (macOS, iOS, Windows, 

Android, Linux) 

Mobility | ThinkHub Tablet gives instructors the freedom to access and 

control content from anywhere in the room 

Remote Learning | engage remote instructors and students via 

AirConnect View and ThinkHub MultiSite 
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INTERACTIVE, 
SEMI-CUSTOM 
SOFTWARE MODULES

T1V's Suite of interactive 

solutions optimizes your 

existing content for touch- 

friendly applications - making 

your brand more engaging than 

ever. Work with us to apply your 

branding to an existing module, 

or develop an even more 

tailored solution with our team. 
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T1V's Suite of interactive 

solutions optimizes your 

existing content for touch- 

friendly applications - making 

your brand more engaging than 

ever. Work with us to apply your 

branding to an existing module, 

or develop an even more 

tailored solution with our team. 

MultiTouch | multiple touchpoints to support simultaneous interactions 

happening on different parts of the interactive display 

MultiUser | software that supports multiple people interacting with the 

same display at the same time 

MultiApplication | run multiple applications at the same time, on the same 

shared interactive display 

Semi-Custom | tailored experiences that leverage T1V Suite's existing 

software framework for faster, more affordable deployments 

Mix and Match | select one or several of our T1V Suite software modules 

to communicate with your audience; also paired well with T1V 

Collaboration and Active Learning Solutions 

KEY FEATURES
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Tell your brand's story with a large-scale, interactive 
timeline that features photos, videos, and other mixed 
media to represent your brand. Content can be placed 
along a numeric timeline scale, where users can move 
along the timeline by swiping horizontally across text 
and images. They can also tap on specific points on the 
timeline and navigate directly to a particular milestone. 

INTERACTIVE 
TIMELINE

T1V's Suite of interactive 

solutions optimizes your 

existing content for touch- 

friendly applications - making 

your brand more engaging than 

ever. Work with us to apply your 

branding to an existing module, 

or develop an even more 

tailored solution with our team. 

Executive Briefing Centers 

Lobby / Entryway 

Events + Exhibits 

University Alumni Centers 

Customer-facing Meeting Rooms 

Training Centers 

USE CASES - DEPLOYMENT
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A large-scale, geographic map with color-coded pins 
representing different search categories. Pins can be 
filtered by tapping a legend on the map. Tapping 
directly on a pin brings up information such as text, 
images, or videos. A pinch-zoom gesture evokes an 
animated magnifying glass that can be moved anywhere 
on the map that allows users to zoom into a chosen area. 

INTERACTIVE  
MAP

Global offices 

Projects / Image Gallery 

Customers / Case Studies 

Upcoming events / trade shows 

Demo centers / briefing centers 

USE CASES - MAP PIN CONTENT
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Work with T1V to develop a fully-branded interactive experience that 
utilizes your existing marketing assets (images, videos, collateral). 
Ask your T1V Rep for additional information on modules and pricing. 

SEMI-CUSTOM 
MODULES

Build-A-Fish | The Cowfish Endless Aisle | Lowe'sInteractive Billiards | Marriott



Thank you!
Contact your T1V Sales Rep to learn more. 

sales@t1v.com  //  +1.704.594.1610  


